
Changing the Game for Parks and Recreation Maintenance Management



The only maintenance  
management software 

built by parks and recreation 
professionals, for parks and 

recreation professionals.



“Productive Parks was definitely 
exactly what I needed, and it 
changed the game for me.”

Kim Whatley 
Cherokee County, Georgia

Discover the benefits of being 
more productive.

Productive Parks gives you a centralized hub where teams can easily  
communicate task-related information. When teams are on the same page  
and information gets communicated clearly and efficiently, the entire culture  
of an agency starts to shift. Productive Parks helps Parks & Recreation  
agencies have: 

• Safer, better-maintained parks, 
equipment, vehicles and facilities 

• Systems in place for more  
efficient workflow and task  
management 

• Insights to make informed  
decisions about budgeting,  
replacement costs, and assets

• Quick access to critical  
documents and work orders 

• Opportunities to notice and  
address minor issues before they 
become big problems 

• Stored inspection reports  
available for risk management  
and compliance checks



“Productive Parks was definite-
ly exactly what I needed, and it 

changed the game for me.”

Kim Whatley 
Cherokee County, Georgia

“We’re more organized  
with daily assignments and 

staff accountability which allows 
us to be more productive!"

Ryan V. 
Tinley Park District, IL

SOFTWARE BUILT BY PARKS & RECREATION PROFESSIONALS  
FOR PARKS & RECREATION PROFESSIONALS
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Why Productive Parks?

Productive Parks is software designed around the needs of parks & rec 
agencies. We created software that we and our colleagues wished was 
available for recreation professionals. 

Our team has decades of combined experience working in the parks & 
recreation field – from maintenance to director-level positions. In the field 
and in board meetings, we saw the impact and potential of maintenance 
software. But we also saw how available software didn’t address all the 
dynamic needs of parks & recreation settings.



Productive Solutions

Cloud-Based

Generate Custom Reports

Automated Work Orders

Make Decisions Based on Data

Scheduling Simplified

Get Insights About Assets

Modifiable Task & Work Order Management

Lifetime Support 

Runs on any smart device--no downloads required.

Gather and present relevant information using our Report Engine.

When an inspection deficiency is noted, a work order automatically is generated.

Managers get a clear picture of labor hours, expenditures, and inventory via our 

intuitive administrator dashboard.

Optimizing task management that makes sense to your team.

Know when it’s time to replace equipment or assets and how to budget for it. 

Easily schedule, track, and generate reports by asset, staff, or category.

Get support from our team as long as you use Productive Parks.



WEEK 1 WEEK 2 WEEK 3 WEEK 4

DESIGN

DISCOVERY

SETUP

TRAINING

LIFETIME
SUPPORT

LAUNCH

(630) 765-4252     //    info@productiveparks.com    //   www.productiveparks.com

LETS GET STARTED!

Implementing Your Agency’s  
Vision with Productive Parks
START BENEFITING IN WEEKS

Productive Parks software is tailored to the specific maintenance needs 
of your agency. The time frame of successful implementation depends on 
factors like the size and structure of your agency. Typically, we can get a 
team confidently ready to use their customized version of Productive Parks 
in under 8 weeks. 

Your team is supported through the entire process. We train your staff on 
how to use the software so they can take advantage of its capabilities. We 
also provide lifetime support, so your team is never left wondering what to 
do next if something changes in your agency.



(630) 765-4252     //    info@productiveparks.com    //   www.productiveparks.com

LETS GET STARTED!


